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This is why in the eleventh century, when the minds of Byzantine intellectuals once again became preoccupied with pagan concepts, the idea of this paradigm gained special signi cance. Its main trait was the relationship with the mind as a primeval divine substance. If Michael Psellos, when arguing with Maximus the Confessor and John Damascene, simply insisted that the mind was a special dominating substance and not merely part of the soul or its tool, though it is eternally present within the soul, 2 John Italos taught that the human mind
(1) Cf. e. g. the saying of Plotinus that the soul even in its external appearances produces all its manifestations as through dispersed thoughts when imitating thinking and intellect. Referring to the prototype ( ), the soul produces the prototype's vague likeness ( ) (Plot. Enn. V.3.7, 25-34; cf. Plot. Enn. V.9.3, 33-37).
(2) According to Maximus the Confessor, the soul has two parts -rational and vital, and the rational one, in turn, is divided into active and contemplative. The contemplative part of the soul is the mind (Max. Myst. 5). John Damascene reproduces this teaching in his Expositio dei (De de orthodoxa 26 [II, 12] , 48-49). He quotes Galenus' expression which he learned through Nemesius of Emessa (Nemes. nat. hom. I), that "like an eye in the body the mind is present in the soul." Disputing this, Psellos says that the mind "is not dynamis of the soul, it is rather a primary and eternal essence, surpassing the soul in power, in beauty and in all other order; it (the Nous) does not belong to the soul but rather fashions in a er itself, it does not have its abode" (Mi-is already divine by its nature, 3 being a participant in the hypostasis of the Intellect, similar to the participation of all individual beings in the hypostasis of the One, and of an individual soul -in the hypostasis of the Soul. 4 Thus Italos following these apparently pagan views, was referring to the Neoplatonic doctrine of ascension from sensual things to the ideal, as he expounded his a itude toward material images.
Although among eleven anathemas of the Synodicon, 5 there is no position which is related to the veneration of icons; the unorthodox character of philosopher John Italos' ideas concerning sacred icons was detected during his trial -a fact recorded in the materials of the case. 6 The last point of the Note submi ed by Italos for the consideration of the Emperor, contains some statements about icons. This Note is the most important document on this problem, rstly, because it is the
